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To provide for a lasting environmental quality, society must consider the
ecological, sociological, and economical factors before the committance of
our precious resources to such a use that would destroy the inherent value.
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On September 19, 1964, Congress established the Public Land Law Review Commission. This Commission was given the task
of making recommendations to the President
and Congress concerning administrative and
legislative actions with respect to retention
and management, or disposition, of our federal lands. To support its recommendations,
the Commission was charged to:
A. Study all existing statutes and regulations governing retention, management,
and disposition of federal lands.
B. Review policies as well as practices of
the respective federal agencies which
administer these laws.
C. Determine present and future demands
on federal lands.
The Commission published its report,
"One Third of Our Nation's Land," in June
of 1970. This report contains 137 recommen-

dations which, if adopted, will contribute a
whole new body of land law. These recommendations are of particular interest to Oregonians because 52.2% of our land area is federally owned. The economy of Oregon is
basically rural. This means that our federal
lands are considerably more important to our
economy than to the economy of industrialized states.
The federal lands of Oregon, as well as
those of the nation, are part of our natural
heritage and are an asset which belong to all
of us. The question—"How should these lands
be managed to derive maximum benefit for
the general public?" is often asked, but not
always answered because Congress has not
established guidelines and enabling legislation to carry out integated resource management. Oregonians should be concerned with
the application of zoning and land-use planning to public timber and rangelands as well
as urban and private lands.

Considerations and Recommendations of the Commission
• Federal lands should remain under federal control and be managed for the best use with respect to public needs and desires. In addition, regional and local participation in decisions
that directly affect regional and local economies has been recommended by the Commission.

"There are two basic reasons for involving state and local governments in
federal land use planning. First, these governments represent the people and
institutions that will be most directly affected by federal programs growing
out of land use planning. Secondly, the objectives of land use planning can
be frustrated unless all land within the planning area is included, regardless
of ownership."
. . . One Third of the Nation's Land ( page 61)

• Permitted use of federal lands has influenced development and subsequent stabilization of
many rural areas of the western United States.

• The goals of management in the near future should be to enhance and maintain environmental quality, provide increased recreational opportunities, and manage the limited natural
resources upon sustained and renewable standards and likewise manage the nonrenewable
resources without undue deterioration of the environment.
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Approximate representation of Federal Lands in Oregon

Oregon's Concerns
In Oregon 52.2% of the land is federally
owned. Forestry constitutes Oregon's largest
industry and is tied to federal lands. The forested lands of Oregon consist of 26.6 million
acres of commercial forest and another 4.1
million acres best suited for water and wildlife production and recreation. These 30 million acres of both private and public lands
constitute about 50% of Oregon's land area,
of which approximately 60% is administered
by federal land agencies.
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The major proportion of the state's livestock spend part of the year on public lands.
Hence, the annual income of the range-livestock industry is tied directly to the use of
these lands. The cash receipts received from
livestock sales in 1970 were approximately
$226 million. The stability of the livestock
industry is, therefore, of great concern to Oregonians. The range-livestock industry is expected to continue to be an important user of

rangelands, because livestock grazing is the
best known means to convert native plant
fibers to usable human products.
Because of the heavy reliance on our
natural resources as our industrial base in
Oregon, we depend heavily on the export of
our natural resource materials, such as forest
products and livestock. In the future, however, the overall relative importance of these
basic resources is expected to fall as demonstrated by the recent decrease in allowable
cut in Oregon's 0 & C lands. Any significant
increase in our national economy attributable
to federal lands is expected to originate with
recreation and wildlife enhancement. Resource-based recreation is expected to increase 40 times by the year 2,000. In Oregon,
at the present time, visitors from other states
bring in more than $250 million annually.
By 1978 this figure is expected to reach $388
million.

Future Implications
Uncoordinated and piece-meal planning of public or private resources could and has created problems that are not easily arrested. Once a particular tract of land or resource has been
developed for an intensified type of use ( highways, urban development, industrial development), it is prohibitively expensive and usually impractical to reclaim this resource. Therefore,
to provide for a lasting environmental quality, society must consider the ecological, sociological, and economical factors before the committ ance of our precious resources to such a use that
would destroy the inherent value.
The federal, regional, state, local, and private entities have exerted considerable effort in
dealing with the efficient development of our resources. However, public resource management
has been overshadowed by that of managing private interests. To compensate, the Public Land
Law Review Commission Report calls for an equal emphasis on public resource planning by
these many and varied agencies. By doing this, we will achieve satisfying resource development and management of our state.
All Oregonians should be concerned and well informed about the consequences that could
result from recommendations suggested in the Public Land Law Review Commission Report. To
do this, Oregon State University will develop educational papers indicating each of the areas
designated in the Commission Report and their implications to Oregon citizens. These areas will
be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Planning Future Land Use
Range
Forestry
Wildlife
Recreation
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Watershed
Environmental Quality
Taxes
Disposition, Retention, and Acquisition
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